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ABSTRACT 
A hypoxic microenvironment induces resistance to alkylating agents by activating targets in 
the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway. The molecular mechanisms involved 
in this mTOR-mediated hypoxia-induced chemoresistance, however, are unclear. Here we 
identify the mTOR target N-myc downstream regulated gene (NDRG)1 as a key determinant 
of resistance towards alkylating chemotherapy, driven by hypoxia but also therapeutic 
measures such as irradiation, corticosteroids and chronic exposure to alkylating agents via 
distinct molecular routes involving hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)1alpha, p53 and the mTOR 
complex (mTORC)2/serum glucocorticoid-induced protein kinase (SGK)1 pathway. 
Resistance towards alkylating chemotherapy but not radiotherapy was dependent on 
NDRG1 expression and activity. In post-treatment tumor tissue of patients with malignant 
gliomas NDRG1 was induced and predictive of poor response to alkylating chemotherapy. 
On a molecular level NDRG1 bound and stabilized methyltransferases, chiefly O6-
methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase (MGMT), a key enzyme for resistance to alkylating 
agents in glioblastoma patients. Importantly, in patients with glioblastoma, MGMT promoter 
methylation in tumor tissue was not predictive for response to alkylating chemotherapy 
anymore in patients who were previously treated with radiotherapy or who received 
concomitant corticosteroids.  
 
Statement of significance 
NDRG1 is a central and druggable molecular hub integrating diverse therapy-induced 
microenvironmental factors to promote resistance towards alkylating chemotherapy and 
suggest that NDRG1-mediated chemoprotection is achieved via binding and stabilizing 







Primary or acquired antitumor therapy resistance is one of the major obstacles in oncology. 
For glioma, to date this is pivotal for the standard of care, radiotherapy and temozolomide 
(TMZ) alkylating chemotherapy. The DNA repair protein O6-methylguanine-DNA 
methyltransferase (MGMT) plays a critical role in primary resistance to alkylating agents 
(1,2). How microenvironmental factors or co-treatments influence acquired resistance to 
alkylating chemotherapy, however, is incompletely understoood. Serving as a central 
signaling hub integrating multiple intra- and extracellular cues, the 289-kDa serine/threonine 
kinase mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) is an attractive anticancer target. Activation 
of the signaling network engaged by the protein inositol-3 kinase/AKT/mTOR axis frequently 
occurs by activation of receptor tyrosine kinases (RTK), chiefly the epidermal growth factor 
receptor (EGFR) being the most commonly altered RTK in glioblastomas. However, mere 
inhibition of EGFR or mTOR has been ineffective in glioblastomas. 
The hypoxic microenvironment has been proposed to serve as germ center for more 
aggressive and therapy-resistant tumor cell phenotypes (3) especially preventing the efficacy 
of radiotherapy (4,5). Hypoxia induces resistance to several anticancer agents in neurons 
(6), but also glioma cells (7). Molecular mechanisms for hypoxia-mediated chemoresistance 
in glioma are only poorly understood. In general, hypoxia causes the accumulation of the 
transcription factor hypoxia-inducible factor 1 (HIF-1) leading to the expression of hypoxia-
inducible genes such as those for vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and N-myc 
downstream regulated gene (NDRG)1 (8). The NDRG family of proteins consists of four 
evolutionary conserved members, NDRG1-4. The first member to be discovered and 
responsible for the family name was NDRG1, because its expression is repressed by the 
proto-oncogenes MYCN and MYC. However, regulation or the precise molecular and cellular 
functions of these family members have not been fully elucidated (9). It has been 
hypothesized that NDRG1 expression is inversely correlated with survival in glioblastomas 
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(10), but the molecular and functional mechanisms involved in this association remain 
unclear. 
To identify critical pathways involved in the chemoresistance of gliomas evoked by 
microenvironmental factors, particularly hypoxia, we initiated an unbiased proteomics 
approach. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS  
Cell culture, reagents, transfections and treatment regimens 
Details are provided in the Supplementary Methods. 
 
Plasmid-based knock-down of NDRG1 
To silence NDRG1 gene expression, two short-hairpin RNA (shRNA) sequences targeting 
different sites were cloned into the pSUPER-puro vector (11). The sequences are provided 
in the Supplementary Methods.  
 
Lentiviral preparations  
Lentiviral particles for the knock-down experiments were produced by co-transfecting 
psPAX2, pMD2.G (both Addgene plasmid 12259) and pLKO.1 constructs (TRC1, Sigma-
Aldrich) in HEK293T cells using TransIT LT1 (Mirus Bio, Madison, WI, USA). Details are 
given in the Supplementary Methods.  
 
Quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction 
Quantitative Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (qRT-PCR) was done as 
described (12). NDRG1-4 and SGK1 expression results were normalized to glyceraldehyde-
3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH). Primer sequences are given in Table S6. 
 
Cloning of NDRG1 variants 
NDRG1 dephospho-variants were generated by using site-directed mutagenesis PCR and 
changing the codons of the phospho-sites Thr and Ser to Val and Ala, respectively. Two 
different phosphorylation-deficient variants NDRG1-T346V-T356V and NDRG1-T328V-




Preparation of cell lysates and immunoblots were performed as described before (13). 
Antibodies are given in Table S8. 
 
Proximity Ligation Assay (PLA) 
T98G and LN-229 cells (n = 2x104) were confluently grown at O2 of 1% on cover slips for 72 
h. Fixation was done using 30 min Cytofixx Pump Spray cell path and 30 min 4% PFA. For 
detection the Red Duolink In Situ PLA Kit was performed according to manufacturer´s 
instructions with anti-NDRG1 polyclonal rabbit (Sigma-Aldrich) and mouse anti-MGMT (Life 
Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) applied for 12 h. Mounting was done with 
VECTASHIELD HardSet Mounting Medium with DAPI. 
 
Animal experiments, image processing and histology 
All animal work was approved by the governmental authorities (Regierungspräsidium 
Karlsruhe, Germany) and supervised by institutional animal protection officials in accordance 
with the NIH guidelines ‘Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals’. Details are 
provided in the Supplement.  
 
Clinical data 
All clinically-related research in this manuscript is covered by the Ethical Vote for the UKT-05 
(14), NOA-04 (15) and NOA-08 (16) trials. 
 
Statistical analysis 
Quantitative in vitro data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD), as indicated. All 
in vitro experiments reported here represent at least three independent replications 
performed in triplicate if not otherwise stated. Statistical significance was assessed by two-
sided Student’s t-Test or ANOVA (Excel, Microsoft, Seattle, WA, USA). Values of p < 0.05 
were considered significant and asterisked without correction for multiple statistical tests. 
Mouse glioma volumes were corrected for outliers using Grubbs’ test. Survival data were 
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plotted by the Kaplan-Meier method and analyzed by the log-rank test. SigmaPlot Software 
was used for all analyses. 
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RESULTS 
Hypoxia-induced alkylator but not radiotherapy resistance in malignant gliomas 
depends on NDRG1  
To identify factors that mediate hypoxia-induced alkylator resistance (Fig. S1a), we screened 
human glioma cell lines for their response to alkylating chemotherapy in hypoxic conditions 
and subjected LN-229 glioma cells to a proteome screen (Fig. S1b). This screen revealed 
hypoxia-specific upregulation of seven and downregulation of two proteins (Table S1), of 
which upregulated NDRG1 was further analyzed since (i) its upregulation in hypoxia was 
unequivocally confirmed in all conducted assays (Table S1), (ii) it had been implicated as a 
target of hypoxia (17) and a prognostic factor in various types of tumors (18,19) and (iii) it 
was found down-regulated in a transcriptome analysis following pharmaceutical mTOR 
inhibition with RAD001 (at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress under the accession number: 
E-MEXP-3802). Hypoxia induced NDRG1 in all tested glioma cell lines (Fig. 1a). This was 
specific for NDRG1, as NDRG2-4 were not differentially regulated (Fig. 1b). In human glioma 
specimens, NDRG1 was associated with the degree of malignancy, and in glioblastomas 
prominently expressed in putatively hypoxic, perinecrotic areas (Fig. 1c, Fig. S2a). 
Knock-down of NDRG1 resulted in sensitization of established glioma cells and naturally 
NDRG1-high expressing T269 and T325 primary glioma cells to TMZ (Fig. 1d upper panels, 
Fig. S3a), indicating that NDRG1 mediates hypoxia-induced resistance to alkylating agents. 
Conversely, NDRG1-overexpressing cells showed a reduction in the TMZ-induced G2/M 
arrest (Fig. 1d lower panels, Figure S3b), which corresponded to a reduction in proliferation 
in vitro (Fig. 1e) and tumor growth in vivo (Fig. 1f), while proliferation or clonogenicity of 
glioma cells exposed to radiotherapy at 2 or 4 Gy remained unaffected (Fig. S3d). Of note, 
NDRG1 overexpressing cells not exposed to TMZ proliferated slower than the controls (Fig. 
1e, Fig. S4d,f). 
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NDRG1 is transcriptionally activated by radiotherapy and phosphorylated in the 
course of TMZ treatment 
Next, we analysed the influence of therapeutic measures altering the tumor 
microenvironment on NDRG1 expression and activity. In vitro, irradiation (Fig. S5a) but not 
TMZ induced NDRG1 mRNA and protein expression. In contrast to hypoxia, irradiation-
induced NDRG1 expression was dependent on p53 expression (Fig. S5b, Fig. S4a and b), 
but was not impaired by HIF-1α or HIF-2α gene silencing (Fig. S5c), indicating that hypoxia 
and irradiation employ diverse signalling pathways to induce chemoresistance via NDRG1. 
Interestingly, long-term exposure to TMZ led to an increased phosphorylation of NDRG1 at 
position T346 in surviving cells (Fig. S5d). NDRG1 phosphorylation at T346 is associated 
with increased activity (20). Collectively, these data indicate that hypoxia and irradiation but 
not alkylating chemotherapy activate NDRG1 via distinct pathways resulting in resistance 
towards alkylating chemotherapy (Fig. S6). 
 
NDRG1 is a predictive marker for response to alkylating chemotherapy 
Next we interrogated patient tumor tissue to recapitulate the relevance of inducible NDRG1 
for therapy resistance. NDRG1 is induced at tumor recurrence (Fig. 2a, Fig. S2b). 
Interestingly, as opposed to tumor tissue at diagnosis, NDRG1 expression in the treated 
tissues was not predominantly seen in perinecrotic areas anymore, but NDRG1 was widely 
expressed in glioblastoma cells even perivascularly opposed to the situation in the untreated 
tumors (Fig. 2b). NDRG1 expression in patients with low-grade gliomas progressing without 
interim genotoxic treatment also increased (Fig. S2b). High NDRG1 levels at recurrence 
predicted poor response to alkylating chemotherapy, but not to the antiangiogenic agent 
bevacizumab, another frequent non-alkylating therapeutic measure in glioma therapy, in a 
small group of patients (Table S2). A predictive role of NDRG1 for poor response to 
radiochemotherapy was suggested by post hoc NDRG1 expression analyses, which 
revealed that progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) of glioblastoma 
patients from the UKT-05 trial (14) with moderate or high expression of NDRG1 was reduced 
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compared to patients with low NDRG1-expressing tumors (Fig. 2c). This was supported by 
an analysis of the REpository for Molecular BRAin Neoplasia DaTa (REMBRANDT) 
database, which revealed that the OS of glioblastoma patients with intratumoral upregulation 
of NDRG1 was reduced compared to patients with intermediate or downregulated 
expression of the NDRG1 transcript (Fig. 2d). To determine whether the prognostic impact of 
NDRG1 is specifically related to alkylating chemotherapy, tissue samples of the NOA-04 trial 
comparing primary radiotherapy with primary alkylating chemotherapy (15) were analyzed. 
NDRG1 expression was associated with reduced PFS in TMZ treated patients, but not with 
radiotherapy in this not preplanned subgroup analysis (Fig. 2e). Collectively, these data from 
several study patient populations suggest that NDRG1 expression in glioma tissue is 
associated with a poor response specifically to alkylating chemotherapy. 
 
NDRG1 is an effector of the mTORC2/SGK1 pathway  
As opposed to transcriptional regulation of NDRG1 by hypoxia and radiation, the signaling 
cascade that mediates NDRG1 phosphorylation at the T346 residue in TMZ-resistant glioma 
cells is unclear, but most likely downstream of mTOR. Knock-down of the mTORC2 subunit 
rapamycin-insensitive companion of mTOR (RICTOR) but not the mTORC1 subunit 
regulatory associated protein of mTOR (RAPTOR) resulted in a reduction of NDRG1 
phosphorylation and expression (Fig. 3a, upper and middle panel). Control of NDRG1 
phosphorylation by RICTOR is independent of its transcriptional regulation of NDRG1 as 
knock-down of RICTOR in cells with exogenous NDRG1 expression, resulted in a reduction 
of NDRG1 phosphorylation and subsequent sensitization towards TMZ (Fig. 3a, lower 
panel). 
Studies in pancreatic cancer indicated that phosphorylation of NDRG1 at this specific site is 
mediated by the putative mTOR downstream effector, serum glucocorticoid-induced protein 
kinase (SGK)1 (21). Dexamethasone (DEX), which is an integral part in the treatment of 
malignant gliomas as a means to control edema (22), induced SGK1 transcription and 
increased the phosphorylation of NDRG1 at T346 (Fig. 3b). To test the hypothesis that 
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treatment with DEX blunts the efficacy of alkylating chemotherapy in patients with 
glioblastoma, we performed a subgroup analysis of the NOA-08 trial. In this trial elderly 
patients with malignant astrocytoma received radiotherapy or TMZ until progression and 
were treated with steroids at clinical discretion to treat or prevent vasogenic cerebral edema 
(23). Subgroup analyses allowed to generate the hypothesis that steroid administration was 
associated with reduced PFS of patients treated with TMZ but not radiotherapy (Fig. 3c, 
Table S3). An animal experiment with U87MG cells supports a negative impact of DEX on 
the efficacy of TMZ (Fig. 3d and Fig. S6b). Pharmacological inhibition of SGK1 by 
EMD638683 resulted in decreased phosphorylation of T346 and overcame the NDRG1-
mediated protection from TMZ (Fig. 3e). Importantly, this is neither specific for TMZ nor for 
glioma cells as EMD638683 treatment also decreased constitutive NDRG1 phosphorylation 
in pancreatic, breast, colon and ovarian cancer cells (Fig. S7a). EMD638683-mediated 
sensitization towards chemotherapy was specific for alkylating agents as a sensitization was 
seen for lomustine in breast and ovarian cell lines (Fig. S7b), but resistance neither to 5-
fluorouracil nor to cisplatin was decreased (Fig. S7c,d). 
 
NDRG1 interacts with three DNA repair enzymes and promotes protein 
stability/activity of MGMT 
Although described for the mediation of cisplatin resistance in glioma via activation of the 
mTORC2-mediated cascade, in the present paradigm, nuclear factor (NF)κB is not 
influenced by the NDRG status (Fig. S8c). To unravel the molecular mechanisms, by which 
NDRG1 prevents TMZ-induced cytotoxicity, a yeast two-hybrid screen for potential 
interaction partners was performed. Of 119 possible interaction partners (Table S4), three 
proteins were involved in DNA repair: polynucleotide 3′-phosphatase, polynucleotide 5′-
hydroxyl-kinase (PNKP), DNA-(apurinic or apyrimidinic site) lyase (APEX1) and MGMT (Fig. 
4a). Interaction of these three proteins with NDRG1 was verified in a pull-down assay using 
HEK293 cells (Fig. 4b). The interaction of MGMT and NDRG1 was studied further as (i) 
particularly MGMT has been implicated in mediating the resistance of gliomas to alkylating 
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agents (23,24), (ii) only MGMT expression correlated with TMZ resistance in gliomas cells, 
and (iii) knock-down of MGMT but not PNKP or APEX1 rendered glioma cells more 
susceptible towards the antiproliferative effects of TMZ (Fig. 4c,d). Bimolecular fluorescence 
complementation (BiFC) assays confirmed a direct interaction of MGMT and NDRG1 both in 
HEK293T (Fig. 5e, upper panel) and T98G glioma cells (Fig. S10a) exogenously 
overexpressing the two proteins. Importantly, proximity ligation assays (PLA) also revealed 
this interaction for native T98G cells exposed to hypoxia in the nucleus (Fig. 4e, lower 
panel). This interaction critically depended on SGK1 activity (Fig. S11) and phospho-
threonine or -serine SGK1 target sites in the C-terminus of NDRG1 since mutation of T328, 
330, 346 and 356 significantly reduced the NDRG1/MGMT interaction in BiFC assays (Fig. 
4f). Importantly, forced expression of NDRG1 did not render cells resistant to TMZ when 
MGMT was knocked down, indicating that TMZ resistance mediated by NDRG1 is 
dependent on MGMT (Fig. 4d). Next, the hypothesis was tested that NDRG1 increases 
MGMT activity resulting in enhanced repair of DNA damage mediated by alkylating agents. 
Exogenous expression of NDRG1 resulted in augmented MGMT levels at 8 hours (Fig. 5a, 
upper panel) when RNA synthesis was blocked. Exposure of these cells to TMZ resulted in 
an expected decrease via depletion of MGMT expression at 4 hours independent from 
NDRG1 but a faster recovery of MGMT in NDRG1 overexpressing cells (Fig. 5a, lower 
panel). Indeed, exogenous expression of NDRG1 resulted in enhanced demethylation 
activity of MGMT in gliomas cells exposed to TMZ (-0.25, 95%CI (-0.41 - -0.09), p=0.0219) 
(Fig. 5b). To test whether this is relevant for treatment outcome in patients with glioblastoma 
we again performed post hoc subgroup analyses of the NOA-08 trial. Stratification of the 
TMZ-treated group of NOA-08 despite all limitations of this approach revealed that steroid 
administration resulted in a reduced PFS only in patients with a methylated MGMT promoter 
and hence inactive MGMT (Fig. 5c, Table S5), suggesting that treatment of patients with 
DEX by inducing NDRG1 activity compromises the efficacy of alkylating chemotherapy 
independent of DNA repair activity, although there may be confounding factors triggering a 
decision for or against DEX treatment. In addition, also in patients who failed radiotherapy in 
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this trial and who received salvage chemotherapy with TMZ (Table S5), MGMT activity was 
not predictive of response to chemotherapy anymore as opposed to the primary situation 
(Fig. 5c). Collectively these data indicate that multiple treatment measures including 
treatment with steroids and radiotherapy by inducing NDRG1 can impair inherent 
susceptibility of MGMT-methylated glioma cells to the therapeutic effects of alkylating 




Hypoxia-induced resistance (Fig. S1a) is implicated in treatment resistance not only to radio- 
but also chemotherapy (5). We identified NDRG1 as a novel clinically relevant resistance 
factor induced by both hypoxia and iatrogenic stimuli such as irradiation and corticosteroids. 
In line with this, we found NDRG1 expression in gliomas, which increased with malignancy 
(Fig. 1c), in untreated tumors mostly restricted to the perinecrotic, hypoxic areas (Fig. 1c), 
whereas in the recurrent tumors, subjected to treatment with irradiation, chemotherapy and 
steroids, NDRG1 was not only further upregulated, but also expressed in the tumor bulk and 
in perivascular regions (Fig. 2a,b, Figure S2a), although some induction of NDRG1 with 
progression is also observed without genotoxic treatment (Figure S2b). These data do not 
support the previously proposed proapoptotic function of NDRG1 in gliomas (17), but rather 
lay the first hint that NDRG1 can play a pivotal role in therapy resistance. 
Several analyses of tumor tissue specimens from clinical studies of malignant gliomas 
support the notion that NDRG1 is induced by radiochemotherapy with TMZ (Fig. 2a) and, 
more importantly, renders gliomas insensitive to chemotherapy with alkylating chemotherapy 
(Fig. 2c-e, Table S2). In vitro studies did not suggest a propensity of alkylating 
chemotherapy to induce NDRG1 expression (Fig. S5d), whereas irradiation appeared to be 
a strong inducer of NDRG1 (Fig. S5a). Another explanation for the increased expression of 
NDRG1 post therapy might be the cytoprotective effect of NDRG1 providing an advantage 
for NDRG1-expressing cells during treatment with TMZ (Fig. 1d-f), but not radiotherapy (Fig. 
S3c) or induction with the tumor progression (Fig. S2b). 
An alternative mechanism of NDRG1 activation is phosphorylation at T346, which is 
increased in TMZ-resistant cell lines (Fig. S8c). Phosphorylation of NDRG1 at T346 is 
triggered by SGK1 (21), an mTORC2 target. Tanaka et al. recently demonstrated that 
EGFRvIII-activated mTORC2 is relevant in the mediation of resistance towards cisplatin in 
glioblastoma. They used pNDRG1 as a marker for pathway activity (25). We demonstrate 
that the mTORC2 complex regulated NDRG1 not only on a posttranslational level through 
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SGK1 but also transcriptionally (Fig. 3a, middle panel). In addition to mTORC1, which 
increases HIF-1α-levels in normoxic conditions by stimulating the cap-dependent translation 
from the 5′-untranslated region of the HIF-1α mRNA (26), mTORC2 has been implicated in 
the regulation of HIF (27).  
Pharmacological inhibition of the mTORC2 target SGK1 by EMD638683 overcame the 
NDRG1-mediated protection from TMZ (Fig. 3d). SGK1 has been shown to promote cell 
survival and cell-cycle progression in a multitude of human tumors. Since the SGK1 
promoter contains a glucocorticoid response element and SGK1 is well-known to be 
inducible by dexamethasone treatment in different tumors (28,29), we were not surprised to 
find SGK1 induced by dexamethasone in glioblastoma cells as well. This transcriptional 
activation of SGK1 was accompanied by an increased phosphorylation of NDRG1 at T346 
(Fig. 3b). The clinical relevance of this finding is underscored by both the frequent use of 
dexamethasone in glioma to treat vasogenic edema and by the interesting effect of 
dexamethasone treatment in the NOA-08 cohort of TMZ-treated patients with intratumoral 
MGMT promoter methylation, who should derive the largest benefit from the alkylating 
chemotherapy. In these patients, co-treatment with steroids halved the PFS compared with 
TMZ treatment without steroid administration (Fig. 5c, Table S5). One alternative 
contributing factor is that larger tumors, which may require higher steroid doses, are more 
difficult to control. Further, patients with inactive MGMT would also suffer most from blood-
brain-barrier normalizing effects of corticosteroids (30).  
Importantly, resistance mediated by NDRG1 was neither limited to gliomas nor to TMZ 
specifically (Fig. S7a,b and Fig. S8), but was specific for alkylating chemotherapy as the 
effect of radiotherapy was not influenced by NDRG1, neither in preclinical models (Fig. S3c) 
nor in patients with malignant gliomas (Fig. 2e). At recurrence of glioblastoma, 
predominantly alkylating chemotherapy was negatively impacted (Table S2).  
Our interpretation of the data led us to propose an interaction of NDRG1 with factors 
involved in the execution or prevention of DNA damage. In our yeast-two hybrid screen, we 
see a protein interaction of NDRG1 the DNA repair enzymes APEX1, PNKP and MGMT 
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(2,31,32) (Fig. 4a,b). In line with the observation that only the expression of MGMT 
correlated with TMZ resistance (Fig. S8a) (33), the interaction of NDRG1 with MGMT, but 
not with PNKP or APEX1, proved to be of functional relevance for the resistance phenotype 
in malignant glioma (Fig. 4c,d). In other tumor types the interaction of NDRG1 with PNKP 
and/or APEX1 may be functionally relevant for the resistance phenotype. Considering the 
observed augmentation of MGMT levels under stress conditions in the presence of high 
NDRG1 levels (Fig. 5a) and the co-localization at subcellular levels (Fig. 4e), it is 
conceivable that NDRG1 stabilizes MGMT via a direct protein-protein interaction, thus 
fulfilling a chaperone-like function. Nevertheless, MGMT alone cannot account for the 
observed NDRG1-dependent resistance phenotype, since MGMT-negative U87MG cells 
also become more resistant upon an elevated NDRG1 expression level (Fig. 1d). Patients 
with intratumoral methylation of the MGMT promoter and thus putatively no MGMT 
expression become more resistant in response to steroid treatment (Table S4, Figure 5c). 
These data suggest that there may be additional mechanisms involved in the NDRG1-
provoked resistance to alkylating chemotherapy in gliomas. 
In conclusion, we identified NDRG1 as a novel hypoxia-, steroid- and mTORC2/SGK1-
regulated molecule in glioma that may be developed as a predictive biomarker for response 
to treatment with TMZ in high-grade gliomas. Its TMZ-protective effect makes NDRG1 an 
attractive candidate for targeted therapy not only in gliomas but also a variety of other cancer 
types, potentially via inhibition of SGK1. The preclinical data suggest multiple levels of cell-
intrinsic (mTORC1), microenvironmental (hypoxia) and iatrogenic (radiotherapy, 
dexamethasone) influences on this critical signaling pathway downstream of several growth 
factor receptors (34). The mTORC2/SGK1/NDRG1 pathway may serve as targets for future 
preclinical and clinical research on therapy resistance (Fig. 5d).  
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Figure 1: NDRG1 is a hypoxia-associated chemoresistance marker in glioma 
(a) Immunoblot analyses for NDRG1 of lysates prepared from glioma cells exposed to 1% 
O2 (H) or 21% O2 (N) for the indicated intervals. α-tubulin served as a loading control. (b) 
qRT-PCR analysis of NDRG isoforms exposed to 1% O2 (mean ± SD, n = 3, **p < 0.01, ***p 
< 0.005). (c) NDRG1 staining in WHO °II (n = 46), WHO °III (n = 57) and WHO °IV (n = 81) 
gliomas presented as number of NDRG1+ cells per field (mean ± SD). Representative 
images of scattered NDRG1+ cells (left panels), increased numbers of NDRG1+ cells 
(middle panels) and perinecrotic NDRG1+ cells are depicted by the specific red staining. (d) 
Cell cycle distributions and mean G2/M-arrest of TMZ-treated glioma cells relative to DMSO- 
(vehicle-) treated cells dependent on the NDRG1 status. TMZ concentrations used were 
U87MG – 10 µM, T269 – 40 µM, T325 – 300 µM, T98G – 300 µM and the medium was 
changed every 24 h with addition of fresh TMZ. Upper panel: Lentiviral knock-down in 
U87MG, T269 and T325 GIC. Lower panel: NDRG1 overexpression in U87MG and T98G 
cells. (e) Proliferation of TMZ/vehicle-treated U87MG cells overexpressing NDRG1 or control 
in RTCA. (f) MRI-determined tumor volumes of intracranially implanted U87MG gliomas 
overexpressing NDRG1 or control vector. TMZ was given (blue arrow) as described in 
Material and Methods (*p < 0.05 versus control, t-test, n = 6).  
 
Figure 2: NDRG1 is induced by glioblastoma therapy and serves as a negative 
prognostic factor 
(a) Representative tissues of 19 patients prior to and at recurrence after radiochemotherapy 
with TMZ were scored for the number of NDRG1-positive cells (mean ± SD). (b) 
Representative perivascular tumor region from 20 relapsed (after radiochemotherapy) 
glioblastoma tissue samples. (c) Correlation of NDRG1 levels and PFS (upper plot) or OS 
(lower plot) of glioblastoma patients of the UKT-05 trial. (d) NDRG1 expression relative to 
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patient survival in glioblastoma (REMBRANDT). (e) Correlation of NDRG1 levels and PFS of 
patients with anaplastic gliomas of the NOA-04 trial separated for treatment. 
 
Figure 3: mTORC2 is a master regulator of NDRG1 
(a) Immunoblot of siRNA-treated U87MG cells targeting RAPTOR or RICTOR (upper panel). 
Assessment of NDRG1 phosphorylation at T346 in siRICTOR transfected U87MG_LV-
NDRG1 cells (left lower panel) and ΔG2/M after treatment with TMZ (right lower panel). 
NDRG1 mRNA expression 48 h after siRNA-mediated knock-down of RICTOR in U87MG 
and T98G cells (middle panel). (b) SGK1 mRNA expression relative to GAPDH in T98G 72 h 
after treatment with dexamethasone (DEX, left panel) and phosphorylation status of NDRG1 
24 to 72 h after DEX treatment (right panel). (c) Progression-free survival of the NOA-08 
cohort patients differentiated according to treatment (radiotherapy (RT) versus TMZ) and 
steroid use. (d) Upper panel: Timeline depicting course of animal experiment including dates 
of MRI-measurements and treatment period. Lower panel: Tumor volumes on postoperative 
day 24. Left segment: Comparison of mean tumor volumes relative to average tumor 
volumes of methylcellulose group. Right segment: Representative MRI-pictures of respective 
treatment groups. (e) Phosphorylation status of NDRG1 at T346 24 and 48 h after treatment 
with the SGK1 inhibitor EMD638683 (left panel) and TMZ-mediated shift of G2/M-phase in 
U87MG cells treated with EMD638683 relative to DMSO (vehicle) (right panel, *p < 0.05 for 
the effect of LV-NDRG1, 
+
p < 0.05 for the effect of EMD).  
 
Figure 4: NDRG1 interacts with the DNA repair proteins MGMT, APEX1 and PNKP and 
promotes MGMT-mediated protection from TMZ 
(a) Split Ubiquitin Screen for interaction partners of NDRG1 (NNMT: Nicotinamide N-methyl 
transferase). (b) Validation of the interaction of NDRG1 with MGMT, PNKP and APEX1 via 
co-immunoprecipitation using HEK293T lysates and Flag-/Myc-tagged constructs of NDRG1, 
MGMT, PNKP and APEX1, respectively. (c) Cell cycle and proliferation analysis of siRNA-
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treated U87MG and T98G cells targeting APEX1 and PNKP. Experiments were performed 
three times with one representative example shown. (d) Cell cycle analysis after siRNA 
mediated knock-down of MGMT in T98G cells in response to 300 µM (regular dose) or 20 
µM TMZ. (e) Upper panel: BiFC assay with NDRG1. HEK293T cells co-transfected with 
NDRG1 in pGW-myc-LC151 and bJun in pGW-HA-LN-151 as negative control (1,3) or with 
MGMT in pGW-HA-LN-151 (2,4). The overlay with the DAPI stain shows a clear nuclear 
localization of the NDRG1 interaction with MGMT (2,4). Lower panel: PLA with NDRG1 and 
MGMT. Parental T98G cells exposed to 1% O2 for 72 h are analysed for interaction of 
NDRG1 and MGMT (n = 3). Relevant controls are depicted in Fig. S9b. (f) Upper panel: 
Schematic overview on the location of SGK1-target residues within the C-terminus of the 
NDRG1 protein. Middle panel: BiFC assay with genetically modified versions of NDRG1 
resulting in amino acid substitutions. HEK293 cells co-transfected with wt-NDRG1 (left 
picture), T346V-T356V-NDRG1 (middle picture) or T328V-S330A-T346V-T356V-NDRG1 
(right picture). Lower panel: Quantification of interaction between MGMT and the three 
NDRG1-versions depicted as mean fluorescence intensity. 
 
Figure 5: NDRG1 stabilizes MGMT 
(a) Time-dependent abundance of MGMT, pNDRG1
T346
 and NDRG1 proteins in T98G cells 
(Co: control transfected cells; ND: cells lentivirally overexpressing NDRG1) after treatment 
with actinomycin D (upper panel) or TMZ (lower panel). (b) Immunofluorescent staining of 
O
6
-methylguanine of TMZ-treated T98G LV-Co and LV-NDRG1 cells (upper row) and 
quantification of relative O
6
-methylguanine content depicted as log-transformed fluorescence 
for three independent replications (lower row). (c) Schematic overview of the signaling 
cascade with iatrogenic and microenvironmental activating factors (left side) as well as 
options for therapeutic intervention (right side). (d) Progression-free survival of the NOA-08 
cohort patients differentiated according to MGMT promoter methylation status (methylated, 
+; unmethylated, -) and steroid use in the temozolomide treatment group.  





